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RE – FULL BUILDING SURVEY REPORT ON – MELKSHAM TOWN HALL 
 
Further to e-mailed instructions from Linda Roberts on 5 December 2019 for inspection of the 
above-mentioned premises, please find below our findings and advice.  Our limitations are 
attached to this report. 
 
1. Instructions and Brief 

  
Our inspection was carried out on a visual basis. A cherry picker access platform was utilised 
to view the roof areas. However, the whole roof was not accessible to visually inspect.  
 
 
2. Executive Summary  

 
The following report includes a number of sections containing our findings. This section is the 
executive summary. If you have any questions after reading it, please do not hesitate to 
contact us to discuss it further. 
  
It is sometimes difficult to explain all defects without using some technical language. As part 
of our service we are more than happy to talk through the survey as many times as you wish 
until you are completely satisfied.  
 
General Synopsis  
 
From a building surveyor’s perspective (and for those areas inspected) the property is 
generally in a sound structural condition and satisfactory building fabric condition, for its age.  
 
There are a number of shortfalls, which require consideration and remedial work. The key 
items are as follows:  
 
a)  The roof level painted cast iron gutters are corroding along their inner length with isolated 

locations of dripping connecting sections. The gutters will require replacement in the next 
2 years. 
 

b)  There is on-going surface shelling of the Ashlar stonework to differing degrees 
(dependant on exposure and location). The building plinth stones are most worn with 
lichen and continued wetting. Although, no particular areas are concerning, budgeting will 
have to be made to undertake sympathetic stone repair and probable piece-meal cutting 
in of new stonework to match over the next 10 years. This will be a costly exercise. 

 
c) The elevations all exhibit a degree of open perpendicular lime mortar jointing, which 

requires attention in the next 1-2 years. Given the solid wall nature of the building, 
rainwater can track through and migrate on internal walls. Indeed, to the left elevation a 
large redundant service penetration has been left unfilled. 

 
d) The main roof timbers exhibit past damp ingress staining but no obvious wet rot or 

infestation of wood boring beetle. The roof has been refurbished in the late 1990s and a 
breathable underfelt incorporated. This underfelt is now rippling and may require renewal 
at the next scaffold opportunity in 2 years. 

 
e)  Damp is penetrating through the central arch and reveal of the first floor window in the 

Main Hall. At this time, it is not severe but will require closer assessment of the window 
lime putty and ashlar lime joints when next scaffolded. Additionally, there is 
rising/penetrating damp to the inner walls of the foyer and front office, which would 
benefit from consideration of an internal tanking system, if the Conservation Officer would 
allow it. 
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f)  The 1998 rear extension exhibits wet rot to the window sills, rear door beading and 
isolated rot is also noted to the more elaborate arched sash window beading. Cyclical 
redecoration is a vital aspect to retain the property’s upkeep and will be required over the 
next 2-3 years with urgent work required ‘this summer’ to the rear window rot.  

 
g)  Internal redecoration has not been undertaken in possible 2 decades and requires 

budgeting for in the next 1-2 years. 
 

h) The Grade II listed record refers to an oak panelled room. I assumed this is the Committee 
Room. The oak panelling appears to have been removed and replaced in a veneered 
‘oak effect’ MDF. This would be constituted as a breach of the Listed Building laws unless 
specifically consented to. Be mindful of this fact unless paper work exists to clarify 
matters. 

 
We have costed, in this report and indicated in the appended Planned Maintenance 
Programme estimated costs in the region of £1,200 in the immediate term, £66,400 
over the next 2 years and £22,500 over the following 8+ years. Totalling £90,100 plus 
VAT and professional fees. 
 
 
3. Site inspection 
 
Philip Robson BSc (Hons) MRICS of Robson Building Surveying Ltd inspected the property 
on the 8 January 2020. The building is currently occupied. At the time of our inspection the 
weather was damp and cold with intermittent showers and temperatures in the region of 
100c. 
 
4. Description of the Property  
 
The building is a detached Grade II listed building of Georgian / Restoration architecture and 
one of the better examples of such styling in the Melksham area. The building was originally 
a cheese market and designed by D. Jones of Bradford on Avon with construction around the 
1847 time.  
 
Formed over two-storeys in solid walled Ashlar stone and symmetrical front divided vertically 
by four wide pilasters. Central round-arched opening with imposts and recessed door up 
natural stone steps, either side is round arched opening with imposts and Diocletian sash 
windows with margin lights. Stone string coursing. Two tall semi-circular headed sashes with 
margin lights and imposts to each of three first floor bays. Plain frieze and moulded cornice 
and blocking course with pediment over central bay with clock and stone bellcote on apex.  
 
The main roof is of pitched and hipped design to the front and sides with a central flat roof / 
lantern light set within. The roof is of King Post structure and furnished in a synthetic slate 
grey slate and breathable underfelt. The rear extension is hipped and pitched and formed in 
a modern plated truss construction with rigid insulation affixed above the rafters. 
 
The roof drains to a front parapet lead-lined gutter and to cast iron side guttering with 
hopperheads and downpipes discharging to gullies at ground level 
 
A sympathetic two-storey extension has been constructed to the rear elevation in matching 
Ashlar stonework with cavity wall construction.   
 
The windows are arched, single glazed weighted sash units to the original building with 
similar style painted softwood arched windows to the 1998 extension.  
 
Internally, the original scale and character of the rooms has been kept with a typically high 
lath and plaster- based ceiling, cornicing observed. Internal panelled doors and architraves 
have also been favourably preserved with allowance for modern inclusion of smoke 
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intumescent seals, self-closers to doors and linings. The 1998 extension allows for modern 
door units of fire containing qualities, which are a reasonable match. 
 
Internally, the fit-out allows for a concrete slab ground floor with a carpeted finish to most 
areas. The toilet areas allow for Altro based waterproof hardwearing coverings. Floor tiling is 
utilised to the rear extension thoroughfare. The first floor is formed in the original timber 
suspended joists construction with larger binding beams pocketed into the loadbearing walls. 
Beneath the carpets the original floor boards are still present in many locations.  
 
Internal walls are predominantly solid and loadbearing with plastered and painted finishes. 
Some sub-division of rooms has occurred to the first floor with installation of ladies toilets in a 
studwork partition.  
 
The main stairs appear original and are formed in stone. Winding and ascending the rear of 
the foyer with cast spindles and wooden handrail. The stair is partially supported and 
cantilevered from the outer wall but a secondary cast column has now been inserted to arrest 
any movement.  
 
A secondary staircase ascends the rear 1998 extension. This appears to be precast concrete 
in nature.   
 
The fit-out also allows for male (ground floor) and female (first floor) toilets with provision for 
a Disabled access toilet also at ground level.   
 
The mechanical and electrical services consist of a single and 3-phase incoming electricity 
supply to a Domestic consumer board and Merlin circuit-breaker board, respectively, with 
digital meter and main fuses and busbar.  There is also allowance for single phase small 
power to most rooms. 
 
There is an incoming gas supply with gas meter sited to the rear aspect (within the gated 
compound).  This feeds gas into the Ferrol gas fired boiler for central heating provision.  
Within the kitchen and toilet locations, Heatrae Sadia instantaneous electrical water heaters 
provide hot water to sinks.   
 
Internally, the electrical installation also allows for fire and intruder alarm systems, fan 
mechanical extraction, low pressure central heating, artificial lighting in the form of 
fluorescent tubes. A lift has been incorporated into the rear extension between ground and 
first floor. 
 
 
5. General Condition of the Property 
 
Generally, the structure of the building is in a satisfactory condition with the fabric reflecting a 
requirement for on-going and proactive repair with works required over the immediate term to 
the next few years to the roof, windows, décor and elevation, to ensure the building is kept in 
as good condition as is possible, given the Grade II listed nature, age and character of the 
property – you have a duty to maintain this building to the best of your abilities.  
 
We have provided approximate costings at each paragraph if we feel there is scope and 
necessity for repair to prolong the buildings life and arrest more costly repairs, if no action is 
taken. Note – all cost estimates, where applicable, allow for safe access via scaffold in a 
‘one-off’ cost, which we would envisage scaffolding to be in the region of £5,500. 
 
A) ELEVATIONS 
 
Front Elevation 
 
A1) The Ashlar plinth detailing exhibits a degree of surface shelling erosion with numerous 
perpendicular open lime mortar joints noted.  Isolated repairs have been undertaken to the 
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plinth detailing to the right side of the entrance door, which are not particularly sympathetic to 
the Ashlar stone.  Ideally, these should be raked clear and a more sympathetic plastic stone 
or even replacement of the block stone itself undertaken. 
 
A2) To the front right side at ground level, previous fixings have been removed from the 
stonework, which have now had a stone repair undertaken, which is acceptable.   
 
A3) The elaboration iron entrance lantern light has been fixed to the arched entrance 
stonework.  To the left side fixing, it appears that some erosion is taking place to the iron and 
this has induced a crack to the stone sprung archway.  At this time, it is of minor significance 
but needs to be monitored over the coming years, as the corrosion will lead to further 
expansion and blowing away of the stonework in this area (see photograph).   
 
A4) The fine lime mortar joints between the Ashlar stonework are in a reasonable state of 
repair; it would be beneficial over the coming five years to scaffold the elevation and 
undertake some isolated raking and repointing in lime mortar to perpendicular and horizontal 
joints, particularly below the central first floor section.   
 
A5) The central keystone to the front left ground floor arch window appears to have dropped 
by 1mm-2mm; at this moment it is not structurally significant but it would be beneficial to rake 
the joints and wedge the keystone prior to repointing in a lime mortar in order to ensure no 
further movement takes place.   
 
A6) The chamfered jointing above first floor front elevation arched windows is also noted to 
have some open lime mortar pointing which it would be beneficial to access and repoint in the 
next four/five years.  This is also the case to the blanking stonework directly beneath the roof 
level cornice where perpendicular open joints are noted. 
 
A7) A proprietary rubber trim has been glued to the cornice and vertical front elevation in an 
attempt to deflect rainwater away from the face. This is a worthy attempt but has not reduced 
the damp noted in the Main Hall window arches. This is a difficult element to prescribe 
effective repairs on. The Conservation Officer will not allow alterations of a aspects this is 
certain so such trims may, along with well positioned lead flashings drips, be the only viable 
means of prevent such ingress. All lead flashings require proper (up close) assessment to 
gauge chasing quality, code length and whether the lead has split. Cost already included. 
 
A8) When the elevation is scaffolded, more accurate inspection of the central first floor arched 
window arches can be undertaken; it is likely that at this time, a sympathetic stitching may be 
required to the left and right side arches, as cracking is developing to the stonework in these 
locations.  The central triangular pediment to the building’s frontage displays a degree of 
rainwater staining and it would be beneficial to check this on a 5-yearly basis, with the option 
of possibly doff-gunning the triangular areas to remove the worse staining.  
 
Right side Elevation  
 
A9) The Ashlar stonework shows no indication of any structural movement, however, similar 
to the front elevation, it would be beneficial over the next five years to undertake scaffold 
access and undertake a degree of horizontal and perpendicular repointing of the lime joints.  
This is particularly relevant at high level where they are beginning to wash away.  
 
A10) Similarly to the front elevation, the natural stone Ashlar plinths also indicate a degree of 
surface erosion with green lichen staining.  Indeed, the Main Office positioned internally within 
this front side corner does exhibit a degree of penetrating dampness to the inner walls at low 
level. It is unlikely a Conservation Officer would allow full scale damp proof injection and 
internal taking to these locations so it may prove more in keeping with character to undertake 
the previously discussed external repointing to joints and allow to remove and replace the 
lime based internal plaster finish, in this room to the lower external facing corners. Cost 
estimate £1,400. The lime plaster allows the wall to more effectively migrate wall moisture. 
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A11) At roof level, the right side roof appears to utilise a cast-iron black painted gutter system, 
which requires checking. 
 
Left side Elevation  
 
A12) No signs of any structural issues taking place, just the usual Ashlar stone erosion, with 
minor evidence of open perpendicular and horizontal lime mortar joints.  There is an unfilled 
service penetration opening (noted from the cherry picker) halfway up the elevation that 
should be filled with a matching stone repair to prevent rainwater entering into the solid Ashlar 
stonework and causing damp and erosion issues. 
 
A13) The elevation has two blocked-in arched window openings, which have been 
sympathetically undertaken in a matching Ashlar mortar and a damp proof course appears to 
have been utilised at their bases.  Generally, the elevation has similar lichen staining and 
erosion to the plinth coursing.   
 
A14) Some rudimentary silicone-based repairs have been undertaken to the lower stonework 
beneath the first of the arched windows along this elevation.  Appears to be trying to fix in 
place some spalled stonework.  Ideally it should all be removed and replaced in a 
sympathetic plastic stone repair to the Conservation Officer’s liking.   
 
Rear Elevation 
 
A15) The rear elevation exhibits some minor open lime mortar pointing directly above the 
ground floor arch which ascends up to the underside of the first floor window.  There is no 
particular movement noted, but it would be beneficial to rake out the face of the joint and 
replace in a sympathetic lime mortar.   
 
A16) The two-storey extension to the rear elevation, also formed in an Ashlar stone, was 
constructed in 1998 and is in a good state of repair, although areas of the upper stonework 
are beginning to become stained with lichen and pollution staining.  No works should be 
required over the next 10 years.   
 
A17) The main older rear elevation between the café small courtyard, lower stonework below 
the arched window is in a poor eroded state of repair and will require some plastic 
sympathetic stone repairs below the timber sub-sill and plinth area.   
 
B) FOUNDATIONS 
 
B1) Presumed to be corbelled stone and concrete widened below ground to load bearing 
strata. No issues relating to below ground movement or structural inadequacies were noted 
during our inspection. 
 
C) ROOF 
 
C1) Although a cherry picker was utilised it could not see above the roof apex of the Town 
Hall, which hampered full visual inspection. 
 
C2) The hipped and pitched roofs appear to have been stripped in the 1990s as the areas 
inspected did not utilise Welsh slate but instead a synthetic Cambrian type slate was in 
place. This replacement should have Listed Building consent. However, the synthetic slate 
was in good repair to the external pitches where visual access was possible. I foresee no 
works to areas inspected over the next 10-years. 
 
C3) The pitched roofs have now received a ‘breathable’ underfelt below the slates. This will 
have replaced either an aging bitumen-based underfelt that offered no escape for 
condensation to rise up through. Lack of ventilation in a roof space can lead to rot in the 
timbers. The breathable felt is noted to be adequate but does show signs of rippling (see 
photograph). This rippling can be a sign of wear but is more likely to relate to exposure in this 
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instance. There are no serious tears to the felt and it appears to be working efficiently at this 
time. In 10-years a further refurbishment of the underfelt will have to be considered. This will 
require scaffold access and roof slates setting aside for re-use after the underfelt has been 
strip and replaced.  
 
C4) The roof timbers structure appears in reasonable order with most of the timbers original. 
The King Post trusses and purlins are in good order although many timbers are water stained 
from previous roof leaks, no rot is evident. The ‘breathable’ underfelt will have assisted in the 
removal of evaporating moisture away from the timbers. The roof structure should be 
accessed and inspected every 2 years to ensure rot and/or infestation is not developing.  
 
C5) in the older sections of the main roof structure, the purlins (that span between King Post 
trusses) are straight and true with no sign of overloading or deflection. Again, many exhibit 
old water stains but no wet rot. Occasionally, when the original roof covering is replaced 
(slate to synthetic slate) the weight difference can cause timber to deflect. This is not the 
case in this roof. 
 
C6) Consideration should be given to instigating a preservative spraying of the roof timbers in 
the original roof structure to inhibit wood boring insect attack. Cost estimate £1,500. 
 
C7) The rear 1998 roof extension is in good structural order with deficiencies noted. This is 
formed in a modern plated and treated pressurised timber with rigid insulation seated atop 
the rafters and synthetically slated as previously discussed. There are no foreseeable costs 
to this extensions roof. 
 
C8) The stone bellcote positioned to the front gable roof is exhibiting lichen staining and open 
pointing to the stone jointing. A mesh has been inserted to prevent bird ingress and nesting 
within the bellcote. When the building id scaffolded repointing of the bellcote horizontal and 
perpendicular joists will need to be undertaken. Cost estimate £600. 
 
C9) The original roof is insulated with approximately 100-150mm of mineral fibre glass 
quilting. This is below par by modern standards and is offering only minimal thermal values to 
prevent rapid heat loss. Modern requirements state 270mm of such insulation materials and 
it would be a worth while cost saving measure to undertake such an upgrade, laying the new 
quilting on top of the older material. Cost estimate £2,300. 
 
C10) The newer extension utilises a foil backed rigid insulation boarding up the rafter slopes. 
This will be compliant with the part L2 U-values of the 1998 build. However, given the woeful 
level in the original neighbouring roof, the benefits are greatly out-weighed by the far larger 
heat loss from the original roof. 
  
 
D) LEADWORK / PARAPET 
 
D1) Leadwork has been utilised over the cornicing details.   
 
D2) The parapets at roof level are noted to be also stained directly below their coping stones.  
Given the age of construction, no damp proof course will be present below the coping stones 
and this is to be expected.  There is a degree of lichen staining also noted to the copings and 
allowance will need to be made for isolated piecemeal replacement of the worst-affected 
copings.  Given the exposure of the roof level, costings such as this are to be expected.  
 
D3) Lead is utilised in the parapet gutter behind the parapet upstand. Lead, if correctly 
detailed can last beyond 90 years. There was no indication that rainwater was entering into 
the Main Hall at first floor level, although the Main Hall internal window arch heads were 
damp stained, which could be a factor relating to the parapet leadwork. The cherry picker 
could not get close enough to allow us to safely see the back face of the parapet. Allowance 
should be made, when next scaffolded, to assess the unseen parapet inner face with a 
provisional sum set aside for essential maintenance such as inner parapet rendering, sealing 
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lead where dressed into the inner upstand and general tidying of the parapet gutter to ensure 
future usage is maximised. Provisional sum £1,600. 
 
D4) Elsewhere, the lead soaker/flashing that have been dressed over the band coursing and 
cornice lengths to the front elevation are slightly rippled, stained and lifted, in places, as the 
lead has been laid with insufficient expansion joints and too slender a code thickness, which 
increases potential for splits and rippling. Again, allow for scaffold inspection when next 
available and provisionally allow the sum of £3,400 for renewing the lead to these locations. 
 
D5) A lead capping had been dressed over a redundant chimney head that once protruded 
through the apex towards the rear aspect of the roof. The lead is in good order with a degree 
of lichen staining developing over its covering. The lichen can be wiped clear when scaffold 
is erected. At this time, it would be prudent to wipe the leadwork in a oil lubricant to increase 
malleability for the future years. 
 
E) RAINWATER GOODS 
 
E1) The cast-iron downpipe and hopper head serving the front right parapet is noted to be 
fractured at its shoe, with areas of corrosion around the cast-iron lugs which have also 
fractured away from the fixture to the elevations.  These require affixing over the next year. 
Cost estimate with access from cherry picker £900. 
 
E2) The cast iron guttering inspected to the left and right side roof pitches are noted to be 
badly corroded along their inner edges. They no longer offer adequate removal of rainwater 
and drip water down the elevations at numerous locations. Replacement on a like-for-like 
basis must be undertaken in the next year and decorated in black to match. Again, 
consultation with the Conservation Officer will need to be undertaken. Cost estimate £3,600. 
 
E3) Many of the downpipes and soil vent pipes are affixed tp the elevation with timber block 
backers. These timber backers are exhibiting rot deterioration and should be replaced at the 
next cyclical redecoration scheme. 
 
 
F) WINDOWS AND DOORS 
 
F1) Two arched windows are ground floor level are painted white and appear to utilise a 
sash-cord type pulley system.  All windows will require redecorating in a five-yearly cycle; 
they appear to be in good condition at the moment. Cost estimate £5,500. 
 
F2) The arched sash windows serving the two-storey rear extension are noted to exhibit 
stages of wet rot to the sills and mid-rail, which will require cutting out and scarfing in of new 
timbers to match. It may be possible to cut out and infill in a 2-pack epoxy resin system, 
which would be a cheaper option but the quantum of wet rot needs assessment.  Cost 
estimate £1,200. 
 
 
F3) Rear exit door from 1998 extension timber, with glazed side fanlights.  Wet rot 
developing to the lower beading of the door; requires replacement in year one.  Door requires 
decorations over the next three years.  The door exhibits BS kite markings indicating safety 
glazing is incorporated. Cost estimate £200. 
 
F4) All the weighted double hung sliding sash window would benefit from easing and re-
balancing of the weighted pull cord system. We doubt the windows are opened much at all 
and can often become stuck if they are opened. Assess this as it may be more affordable to 
lock the windows rather than allow them to be opened and cause damage. 
 
F5) The front entrance threshold is served by two natural stone entrance steps, with a degree 
of surface shelling noted to the lower areas where exposure has been more relevant.  
Beyond that, a granite-style floor tile leads into the building.   
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F6) The main front door is served by solid timber double doors, with Georgian wired glass 
and Georgian wired fanlight above.  The doors will require redecoration over the next two 
years. 
 
F7) There is a degree of wet rot, which has been over-painted, to the quadrant beading 
serving the arched window along this elevation.  This needs removal and replacement in 
matching timber painted quadrant bead. 
 
G) FLOORS 
 
G1) The ground floor is fundamentally formed in a concrete slab construction with this 
extending to the rear extension in similar manner. The floor structure shows no signs of 
deficiency or failure. 
 
G2) The carpet floor coverings are a little tired especially in the ‘Front Office’, where thread 
bare carpet is evident. Budget for replacement in the offices Cost estimate £2,000. 
Elsewhere, carpets and general floor covering were acceptable and should last a further 10 
years. 
 
G3) The first floor is formed in timber suspended joist construction. The floor joist span is 
significant with 200 x 75mm joists in place, The joists are supported on the loadbearing 
ground floor walls of the Avon Room and Main/Front Office with a lintel beam supporting mid-
span to avoid deflection when loaded with furniture and people. Generally, original timber 
floor boarding is still noted to be in place across the floor, beneath carpets. 
 
G4) The rear extension allows for a precast beam and block concrete floor at first floor level, 
which adds a better fire protection between floor level and assists in the bracing of the lift 
shaft. 
 
G5) The Altro floor in the ladies toilets are in good order and with cleansing should last 
beyond the next 10 years. Other toilet locations are tiled in ceramic finish. 
 
H) INTERNAL WALLS 
 
H1) The internal décor of the Town Hall is tired. Allowance should be made to decorate walls, 
timber work and ceilings over the next year in a phased fashion. The higher ceilings 
throughout will necessitate mini tower scaffold internally in locations.  
Cost estimate £32,000 incl ceilings and timber. 
 
H2) There were no structural issues noted to the internal walls. A degree of plaster cracking 
was evident to the Committee Room wall above the fake panelling between the main foyer 
and the Committee Room. These cracks have been induced by the first ladies toilet door 
slamming shut directly above this location and have no structural implications. 
 
H3) Dampness is recorded to the lower level internal wall plaster finishes in the Front Office 
and seating Foyer walls. This relates to rising dampness up the solid wall base and some 
penetrating damp through the solid Ashlar constructed external walls. We discuss the future 
necessity to undertake external repointing and some piece-meal stone replacement but 
internally, it is unlikely Conservation Officers would consent to injected damp proofing and 
tanking systems – it is more likely that a stripping of the plaster and renewal of lime based 
‘breathable’ lime plaster would be the most appropriate solution. 
 
J) CEILINGS 
 
J1) The ceiling finishes throughout the Town Hall are formed in lath and plaster, isolated use 
of modern plasterboard and suspended mineral ceiling tiles in grids are also noted. 
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J2) Generally, there are no issues noted with the ceilings in the property. Lath and plaster 
can lose its fixing and the plaster begins to sag away from the lath backing but this was not 
particularly evident or of concern. 
 
J3) A ceiling plaster crack is noted to the Front Office close to the wall/ceiling abutment. This 
appear to relate to impact on the Main Hall first floor inducing a shock flexing of the 
underlying floor joist, which in turn has cracked the ceiling plaster in the room below. It is of 
no severity and can be infilled with a Polyfilla system prior to redecoration. 
 
K) INTERNAL DOORS 
 
K1) The internal doors serving the Town Hall are a combination of original panelled doors 
and architrave surrounds and more modern replicas built within the rear 1998 extension. A 
reasonable sympathetic match has been achieved. 
 
K2) The original doors have had smoke intumescent seals chased into the door edges to 
gain compliance with required levels of potential fire containment under part B of the Building 
Regulations with a ½ hour fire resisting quality.  
 
K3) Isolated original doors exhibit splits to the upper panels, this is not serious and is due to 
shrinkage of the timber as the room warms. In theory, it could be regarded as compromising 
the fire integrity of the door as they are intended to provide compartmentation of the building 
and prevent fire spread (for ½ hour) resulting in sufficient time to escape. We suggest the 
cracked panels should be infilled with intumescent filler prior to redecorating. 
 
L) STAIRS 
 
L1) The original central stair is formed in cut stone and cantilevered out from the surround 
spine wall. This is a fine example and a very costly item to repair, if the need arose. The 
stairs in good repair with no sign movement. Additional rigidity is now provided by the steel 
post and bracket that braces the half landing.  
 
L2) The heights of handrails of the original staircase would be non-compliant with modern 
Building Regulations but the Building Regulations are not retrospectively applicable and 
therefore this is purely an advisory note.   
 
L3) The rear extension staircase is of reinforced concrete with carpet tread covering. No 
issues were noted with the stair. It does offer a secondary escape route for the upper floor. 
 
 
M) SANITARY INSTALLATIONS AND STAFF FACILITIES 
 
M1) The male, female and Disabled toilet facilities have all been refurbished to a good 
modern level of fit-out. IPS cubicles divide toilet compartments. 
 
N) ELECTRICAL 
 
N1) Electrical testing certification should be available in the Main Office. 
 
N2) The electrical installation entering the building is 3-phase with a sub main single phase 
located in the Avon Room. Extensive works have taken place to upgrade the installation. The 
Avon Room appears to utilise a domestic consumer unit with miniature circuit breakers to 
most ring main, alarms, lighting and instantaneous hot water heaters. 
 
N3) The 3-phase supply appears to be utilised by the lift compartment installation with a 
Merlin circuit board and labelled information relating to circuitry. These systems were not 
tested. 
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N4) Generally internal lighting was not LG7 type/compliant installation. The LG7 is issued by 
the Society of Light & Lighting and is intended to be a guide for designers of lighting for 
offices. The aim of the guidance is to achieve a fully compliant lighting design, requiring a 
good luminance balance between the task area, walls and ceiling. Illuminance ratio should be 
at least 50% for the task area, 30% for the ceiling and 20% for the floor. This upgraded has 
not been costed. 
 
O) COLD WATER 
 
O1) The cold water feed enters from the rear, although 2 main water stop taps were identified 
on the paving to the left and rear walkways. Your O&M manuals should clarify these 
locations for points of emergency shut off. The stop taps appear to be metered. 
 
O2) Internally, a stop cock tap was also noted in the downstairs toilet.  
 
O3) A small header/overflow tank was noted in the roof spaces of the 1998 extension with 
insulation wrapped around the feed pipework. 
 
P) HEATING AND HOT WATER 
 
P1) The main gas meter is situated to the rear of the building and housed in the statutory 
boxing. The gas meter housing is formed in timber and is visually beginning to appear.  
 
P2) The gas is fed into the building to the Ferroli gas fired boiler that appears to have been 
installed in the late 1990s as part of the rear extension works. The unit has servicing records 
and appears in reasonable order. 
 
P3) Beyond the boiler room the pipework widens to large steel bore hot water central heating 
pipes that reflect a 19th century installation to most areas of the original building. These feed 
dated steel radiators with basic heat control valves. The feed and return large bore pipework 
will be very uneconomical by modern standards but may form part of the property’s ‘Listing’, 
hence it has never been removed / upgraded. We would expect the radiators to be sludged 
up an offering minimal radiated heat. Clarify if the radiators form part of the property’s listing?  
 
P4) As a minimum allow for a Heating Engineer to inspect and assess the central heating 
devices and offer costed options. Replacement of the steel bore pipes and radiators may 
prove financial onerous. We would cost estimate this work at £12,000+. A possible 
‘betterment’ may be to de-sludge the existing older radiators and install on each radiator 
(some probably 60yrs old) with a Honeywell HR80 control valve; these incorporate a motor, 
two temperature sensors, a digital display, and a manual override knob. To allow individual 
rooms to be better (and more efficiently) comfort heat controlled – and reduce heating costs. 
 
P5) The hot water to sinks appears to be fed by individual instantaneous hot water heaters 
with mini-expansion vessels to provide pressure fed hot water along boxed pipe runs. These 
split hot water taps heating between kitchenette, male and female, disabled toilet areas. 
These were tested and noted to be in working condition. The instantaneous heaters will 
require replacement over the next 5 years at around £2,000. 
 
Q) BELOW GROUND DRAINAGE 
 
Q1) The rainwater and sewer drainage runs below ground (mainly to the rear and side 
aspect). It is common for buildings of this age to utilise a ‘combined’ rain and sewer system 
but the given the modernisation of Market Place to the roadways and paths, it is conceivable 
that a split of the system has been created. An inspection chamber, to the rear of the 
property, was lifted and this was noted to be a modern hard plastic drain. All were clear and 
in working condition. 
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R) BOUNDARY AND GROUNDS 
 
R1) The front entrance, natural stone steps, exhibit foot trafficking wear and tear with eroded 
treads offering a slightly uneven and potentially slippery access/egress point. Again, with the 
Listed status it is unlikely any alterations can be made to these steps to provide more traction 
or anti-slip measures. We would suspect any Health & Safety audit would highlight this as an 
area of concern and an interesting trade off between H&S and Conservation Officer would 
transpire. It may be worth discussing this with the Conservation Officer as product do exist 
that can be applied to the tread – but they are not particularly sympathetic to the character of 
the building. 
 
R2) The rear disability access ramp that provides thoroughfare DDA compliant access into 
the building is in good order. Formed in paving stone and offering a good angle of slope for 
ease of access. A door access buzzer is provided to the opening for assistance. 
 
R3) The rear corner of the plot is defined via the timber lap fence with gate allowing access 
for bin storage (to the rear of the Committee Room). The fence is in reasonable order and 
offers a degree of privacy space. I would expect the timber fence to require 3-4 yearly 
application of preservative such as a Cuprinol to ensure the timber does not rot away. Cost 
estimate £300. 
 
S) STATUTORY 
 
S1) Disability Access – A graded ramp thoroughfare is constructed to the rear with level door 
threshold. At the time of inspection, a push bike was chained to the rear railings, which 
hampers access to visually impaired and wheel chair users. Signage should be placed here 
to alert such mis-use. 
 
S2) Asbestos – 
The Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012, Regulation 4: The Duty to manage asbestos in 
non-domestic premises, states that the responsibility for asbestos management lies with the 
Dutyholder.  
 
An asbestos register should be held at the site and available for review by any contractor 
working at the address. 
 
S3) Flooding Risk - 
We have not undertaken detailed investigations into the potential for flooding of the land on 
which the building lies. However, we have consulted the Environment Agency website and 
the property only fall within a ‘low risk’ flood zone 0.1% in so far as flooding from rivers and 
seas is concerned.  
 
S4) Tree proximity - 
The proximity of trees to buildings can give rise to concern because structural damage can 
be caused by root systems growing around, under and sometimes through foundations. The 
risk of damage caused by tree roots depends on; 
 

a. the proximity of the tree to the building concerned 
b. the height, age and species of tree 
c. the design and depth of a building’s foundations 
d. the type of sub-soil. 

 
No trees were close to this property. Following periods of drought, there is usually a dramatic 
increase in the number of subsidence claims involving low-rise buildings, especially if the 
foundations are shallow and particularly in areas of shrinkable clay soils. 
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Photographs 
 

 

 

 
1. View of the Town Hall frontage.  2. The roof level pediment with stone discolouration and lead 

dressed over copings to protect the stonework.   

 

 

 
3. Open perpendicular lime pointing to the upper coursing 

allows water to track through the solid stone. 
 4. Isolated spalled faces of Ashlar to the first floor stonework and 

band coursing. 

 

 

 
5. Keystone slippage to the front arch requires resetting and 

wedging. 
 6. Typical plinth erosion and lichen staining. Contour scaling is 

developing to many areas of the lower plinth. 
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7. View of the front main entrance. The steps are stone and 

heavily worn, which may become a tripping hazard. 
 8. Corrosion and fixing failure to cast iron downpipes. 

 

 

 
9. Wet rot to the 1998 extension window sills, beading and 

mid rails requiring urgent repair and redecoration. 
 10. Rear access ramp to the door. Wet rot to the side light 

beading is appearing. Also disabled access hampered by the bike. 
 

 

 

 
11. View of the bellcote stone atop the buildings gable.  12. Open pointing and lichen to the bellcote. 
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13. View of the rear elevation and 1998 extension.  14. Front pediment with saturated leadwork offering minimum 

drainage. Note rubber trim attempting to assist drip mould. 
 

 

 

 
15. Lead capped flue to the roof.  16. Front parapet upstand and leadwork. 

 

 

 

 
17. Corroded inner gutter edge and displaced connection to 

the left elevation. 
 18. Hairline split to lead upstand - not correctly formed on cornices 

and overly long sheet detail.  
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19. General view in the roof void with King post truss, purlin 

and rafters. Historic staining exhibited to timbers. 
 20. Further view of the roof void. Note minimal insulation levels. 

 

 

 

 
21. Roof void with purlin end exhibiting old wet rot issues.  22. View of the base to a hip rafter and inclined valley gutter. Note 

damp staining to the boards supporting the inclined gutter. 
 

 

 

 
23. Purlin with rafters seated atop. Old dap ingress reflected 

to the purlin. 
 24. View in the 1998 extension roof void. Plated trusses, water 

tank and rigid foil backed insulation above the rafters. 
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25. Minor damp penetration to the window reveals within the 
Main Hall relate to rainwater through the solid ashlar, open 

pointing and pediment leadwork failings. 

 26. General view across the entrance foyer. 
 

 

 

 
27. The main stone staircase structure.  28. Minor hairline vertical cracks above the fake oak panelling in 

the Committee Room. 
 

 

 

 
29. Gas fired cast iron boiler with electrical ignition. Ferroli – 

Pegasus F2 
 

 30. Gas meter to the rear compound. 
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31. Sub main consumer unit to the Avon Room  32. Incoming 3-phase supply to the Rear extension with Merlin 

distribution board and digital metering. 
 

   

 

 

 
33. Typical view of a dated radiator and large bore heating 

pipe work utilised around the building. 
 34. Inspection chamber to the rear of the building. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
We have not costed every single paragraph as you may feel that certain items are 
improvement related rather than essential repairs.  
 
Most costs relate to a lack of maintenance and clarification is recommended as to why some 
major items appear to show a lacked pro-active or programmed maintenance by the Council. 
 
We have identified approximate costings in the region of £90,100 excluding VAT over a 10-
year period in respect of repair, maintenance and health and safety works.  
 
 
Hopefully the above report is beneficial to you and we have interpreted your instruction 
correctly to the best of our abilities.  
 
Should you wish to raise any queries, please contact me directly. 
 
Yours faithfully  
 
 

 
 
 
Philip Robson BSc (Hons) MRICS 
ROBSON BUILDING SURVEYING LTD 
 
 
FOOTNOTES 
 
With regard to each of the figures contained in the attached schedules please note that the costings: 
 
1. include allowances for preliminaries, main contractor’s overhead costs and profit 
 
2. are based on approximate quantities estimated from the visual inspection we carried out on the day of our inspection and are not based on 

detailed measurements 
 
3. have not been corroborated by tenders from the marketplace and it should be noted that market conditions and tender factors are likely to 

produce figures which might differ from those given hereafter 
 
4. have been prepared on the basis of general rates prevailing in the marketplace at present and are exclusive of: 
 

Financing charges, if any, 
Value Added Tax,  
Professional fees and  
Statutory fees. 

 
5. assume that all building work will be undertaken to similar details and using materials similar to those existing  
 
6. assume each item of work will be carried out under separate building contracts with appropriate contractors and at different times.  It should be 

noted however that, if some works are carried out together under a single building contract, certain savings might accrue due to economies of 
scale 
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APPENDIX A –  
PLANNED MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME  

10 YEARS. 


